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The traditional relational database systems can not accommodate the need of
analyzing data with large volume and various formats, i.e., Big Data. Apache
Hadoop as the first generation of open-source Big Data solution provided a stable distributed data storage and resource management system. However, as a
MapReduce framework, the only channel of utilizing the parallel computing power
of Hadoop is the API. Given a problem, one has to code a corresponding MapReduce program in Java, which is time consuming. Moreover, Hadoop focuses on
high throughput rather than low latency. Therefore, Hadoop can be a poor fit for
interactive data processing. For instance, recently more and more DNA genomic
sequence data is generated, and processing the genomic sequences in a single standalone system is next to impossible. But the genomic researchers usually major
in their own field rather than programming and they definitely do not expect the
long wait until they get their interested data.
The demand of interactive Big Data processing necessitated decoupling of data
storage from analysis. The simple SQL queries of traditional relational database
systems is still the most practical analyzing tool that people without programming
background can also benefit from. As a result, Big Data SQL engines have been
spun off in the Hadoop Ecosystem.
This thesis first discusses the variety of Big Data storage formats and introduces Hadoop as the compulsory background knowledge. Then chapter three
introduced three Hadoop-based SQL engines, i.e., Hive, Spark, and Impala, and
focused on the first two, currently the most popular ones. In order to have deeper
understanding of those SQL engines, an SQL benchmark experiment on Hive and
Spark was executed with BAM data, which a binary genomic data format, as
input and presented in this thesis. Finally, conclusion about Hadoop-based SQL
engines is given.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
ACID

bp

Commodity hardware
Data warehouse
Hadoop-BAM

Hive CLI

Atomicity. Either all operations of the transaction are reflected properly in the database,
or none are. Consistency. Execution of a
transaction in isolation (that is, with no other
transaction executing concurrently) preserves
the consistency of the database. Isolation.
Even though multiple transactions may execute concurrently, the system guarantees that,
for every pair of transactions Ti and Tj , it
appears to Ti that either Tj finished execution before Ti started or Tj started execution
after Ti finished. Thus, each transaction is
unaware of other transactions executing concurrently in the system.Durability. Durability.
After a transaction completes successfully, the
changes it has made to the database persist,
even if there are system failures. [27]
base pair. Professional term in bioinformatics.
DNA can be expressed as a sequence of four
chemical bases
Commonly available hardware that can be obtained from multiple vendors
A copy of transaction data specifically structured for query and analysis [15]
A Java library for the manipulation of files
in common bioinformatics formats using the
Hadoop MapReduce framework, and command line tools in the vein of SAMtools [23]
Hive Command Line Interface
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Htsjdk

Interactive analysis

MPP

OLAP

OLTP

Scalability

JRE
PB

1
2

A Java library as a part of SAM Tools,
which provide various utilities for manipulating alignments in the SAM format, including sorting, merging, indexing and generating
alignments in a per-position format
”The most imporatant performance criterion
for interactive application is responsiveness,
which determines the performance perceived
by the user.” [12] So in this thesis, interactive analysis mainly refers to the low latency
of SQL query execution
Massively parallel processing. It refers to the
use of a large number of processors or computers to perform a set of coordinated computations in parallel
OnLine analytic processing. It usually involves very complex data queries, and thus is
originally characterized by relatively low volume of transactions. 1
OnLine transaction processing. Transaction
means the update, insert, delete, and query
operations on relational data model. OnLine
implicates that multiple online users can execute transactions interactively without breaking the interactivity of data and thus concurrency issues are bound to be involved. Originally characterized by relatively large volume
of short-on-line transactions. 2 .
The capability of a system, network, or process to handle a growing amount of work, or
its potential to be enlarged in order to accommodate that growth [2]
Java Runtime Environment
Petabytes (1015 bytes)

http://datawarehouse4u.info/OLTP-vs-OLAP.html
http://datawarehouse4u.info/OLTP-vs-OLAP.html
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SAMtools

TB

SAMtools implements various utilities for
post-processing alignments in the SAM format, such as indexing, variant caller and alignment viewer, and thus provides universal tools
for processing read alignments [18]
Terabytes (1012 bytes)
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Along with the rapid development of information technology, more and more
data is generated at exponential rate all around the world. Processing and
analyzing on such large amount of data, the so-called Big Data, has ”become
a key basis of competition, underpinning new waves of productivity growth,
innovation, and consumer surplus” [21].

1.1

Big Data Analytics

In theory, Big Data is not just like the name indicates with ”big” v olume,
which is only one of the properties of Big Data. Besides, there are still
three other V s. The second v refers to the v elocity, meaning the amount
of data is growing at high velocity. The third v is the v ariety, which refers
to the various data formats, both structured and unstructured. The last
v implicates that people never know whether the data is right or not, i.e.,
v aracity. [33] The demands of analyzing Big Data emerges in various fields.
For instance, in bioinformatics, more and more genomic data is decryted and
stored as genomic sequences. One of the genomic sequence formats is BAM,
which is the research data format of this thesis.
Traditional standalone relational databases can not meet the need of Big
Data analytics any more due to the four V s of Big Data. In theory, the
computing power of a system can be scaled up by adding more powerful devices or be scaled out by adding more computers to a distributed network. In
practice, relational database systems can only accommodate the scaling up,
but the cost of add more powerful devices to a standalone system is usually
very high. In contrast, scaling out by adding more commodity hardware is
more economical. However, the enforcement of keeping ACID (atomicity,
consistency, isolation, durability) valid in relational databases makes the ac10
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Figure 1.1: A part of Hadoop Ecosystem

commodation of scaling out almost a mission impossible. As a result, new
systems for Big Data analytics came out to complement the standalone computing limit on relational database systems with high scalability. Currently,
Apache Hadoop is the dominant Big Data processing system. Hadoop and its
spinoffs have formed the Hadoop Ecosystem as demonstrated in Figure 1.1.

1.2

Structure of the Thesis

The main topic of this thesis is SQL engine, i.e., analytic databases or data
warehouses, on top of Hadoop. First, Hadoop with its applied MapReduce
distributed parallel computing model is introduced in Chapter 2 Background.
Then Chapter 3 Interactive SQL Engines on Top of Hadoop covers three different types of SQL engines, they are Hive, Spark, and Impala. Hive and
Spark are detailed because of their popularities, and they are benchmarked
in a distributed cluster called Triton. The benchmark experiment was demonstrated in Chapter 4 Experiment, at the end of which there is quantitative
research on the benchmarking result. Conclusions are given in the last chapter.

Chapter 2

Background
As shown in Figure 1.1, this thesis focuses on the top level, meaning the
SQL engine for executing Big Data analysis, of the Hadoop Ecosystem architecture. However, in order to process the Big Data with the top level
application efficiently, the data to be processed in parellel must be stored on
the lower level’s distributed storage properly. The first section in this chapter discusses about data storage and focuses on the top level rather than the
operating system. Moreover, as the benchmarking experiment is using the
genomic sequence alignment/mapping, i.e., SAM format, data from the field
of bioinformatics, the SAM data format along with its compressed binary
version and the BED data format defining the sequence range of chromosomes are introduced in Sub-section 2.1.2 Bioinformatical Data Formats. As
the main topic of this thesis is about Big Data processing with different SQL
engines on top of Hadoop, which is a MapReduce-based framework processing large amount of distributed data across one or more clusters, MapReduce
programming model and Hadoop are introduced.

2.1

Data Storage

In standalone computer systems, data is stored and maintained physically on
secondary storage, i.e., hard disk. Whereas in the application programmers’
point of view, data to be processed is stored and maintained logically in
the architecture shown in Figure 2.1. The bottom layer is the file system
storing and maintaining files, the base unit of data resources accessible by
user processes. However, access to files in file system is usually not directly at
random, so in order to access, query and maintain the data more efficiently,
an independent and more advanced data storage system, i.e., database, is
needed on top of the file system.
12
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Figure 2.1: Standalone Data Storage Architecture

However, the aforementioned database cannot satisfy the need of storing
and processing significantly large amount of data, e.g., data accumulated
from several databases. In this case distributed data warehouse, where data
is stored among multiple computers, is the solution.

2.1.1

Files

On the application level, file is the basic unit in the file system and the
central element in most applications. The file system, as an essential part of
operating system, stores and maintains all files in tree structure. Contents of
different files are presented in different formats depending on how they are
opened and read. This implies that the formats of the presentation of files
depend on the logical internal structures of the files, i.e., file organization.
The size, i.e., amount of bytes, of a file can be compressed with compression
algorithms. On the operating system kernel level, data in files is stored as
fixed-length data blocks - the smallest data transfer unit between disk and
the buffer in main memory.
2.1.1.1

Files Organizations

In the context of file organization, files can be grouped to stream files and
record files.
Stream files, as name indicates, are considered as just continuous sequences of bytes, i.e., stream, with a defined start and end. The applications
reading the stream file content just scan through the byte stream sequentially from start to end without any concerns about the file organization. 1
The most common stream files are the text files. Originally, text files are
expressed with ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Exchange)
codes, an encoding system that maps standard numeric values ranging within
1

http://www.scottklement.com/rpg/ifs_ebook/whatisstmf.html
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[0-127] to human-readable letters, numbers, punctuation marks and other
characters such as control codes [6]. But 128 characters obviously cannot
satisfy the worldwide communication systems. Nowadays unicode is more
commonly used in multi-language systems. Text files can be processed by
text editor tools such as Unix-based grep, sed and awk, Windows-based
notepad etc.
Record files have their contents abstracted as a collection of records, each
of which is a collection of related fields, e.g., an employee record can have
fields such as name, social security number, date of hire etc. Those are the basic elements of data accessible and possibly modifiable by some applications.
The way of access to records and fields depends on the file organization.
There are many different record file organizations, the most common five
are pile file, sequential file, indexed sequential file, indexed files, direct, or
hashed, file [28], among which the sequential file is the most relevant to this
thesis. Sequential file stores the records sequentially in fixed format, meaning
each record has its fields with corresponding values in the same order with
the same length and among those fields there has to be one or more fields
as the key identifying each record uniquely. Such sequential structure makes
the querying and updating the records inefficient as sequential scanning is
the only way to access the target record. On the other hand, in case of processing all the records, sequential file is a good choice. In order to query the
target records more quickly and efficiently than the aforementioned sequential scanning, index ing helps. Index of a record file works in a similar way as
that of a text book, the main difference is that the indices of record file has
more complex data structures, typically the tree structure such as B-tree.
In this thesis, text-based record file is BED (Browser Extensible Data) and
SAM [13].
In practice, record files can be text files, in which case each record is separated from one another typically with line feed, each field can be delimited
with a special character such as a space or comma etc. But due to the lack
of structure of stream files, the size of such text based record files increases
linearly with the increase of the amount of records in record files. So in Big
Data context it would be more economical to compress the record files to
save more storage space.
2.1.1.2

Data Compression

In order to deal with the data compression issue mentioned above, a compression technique is needed. There are two types of algorithms in a compression
technique, compression algorithm, and its counterpart, i.e., reconstruction
algorithm. Compression algorithm reduces the number of bytes required to
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represent the data content. Reconstruction algorithm takes the compressed
byte sequence, i.e., the output of the compression algorithm, as input, and
then reconstructs the longer original bit sequence. In the aspect of similarity
between the original data and reconstructed data, there are two compression
schemes: they are lossless compression scheme, wherein original data is identical to reconstructed data, and lossy compression scheme, wherein original
data differs from the extracted data. Lossy compression usually provides
higher compression ratios than lossless compression. [26] In practice, one can
use special software containing the compression algorithm to compress a file
into another file with compressed data format such as ZIP that supports lossless compression. On the other hand, one can also reconstruct, aka. extract,
a file with compressed data format back to data with normal format such as
text.

2.1.2

Bioinformatical Data Formats

In bioinformatics, DNA can be expressed as a sequence of four chemical bases,
i.e., bp (base pairs), including A, C, G and T, and its complete sequential
set of an organism is called a genome. The sizes of genomic sequences vary
from hundreds of thousands of bps such as bacteriums to billions of bps such
as human beings. 2 Moreover, there is always a need to compare the lengthy
genomic sequences between different organisms or different individuals of
the same type of organism. Such comparisons, i.e., sequence alignement,
generate more complex and exponentially larger amount of data comparing
with the original data because of the products. [29] The SAM text-based
record format and its corresponding compressed binary version BAM are
widely used to store and express such sequence alignment data.
2.1.2.1

SAM

The SAM, short for Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM), is a TAB-delimited
row-oriented text format for storing nucleotide sequence alignment data of
genome in the field of bioinformatics. There are two sections in SAM format,
say an optional header section starting with ”@” and an alignment section.
There are eleven mandatory fields and various optional fields. As the amount
of optional fields varies in each SAM record row, processing the optional fields
is more complicated. So processing and filtering of data in these fields are
neglected in this this thesis project. [18]
2

http://web.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human Genome/project/index.shtml
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Col

Field

Type

Regexp/Range

Brief description

1

QNAME

String

[!-?A-~]{1,255}

2
3

FLAG
RNAME

Int
String

[0, 216 − 1]
\*|[!-()+-<>-~][!-~]*

4

POS

Int

[0, 231 − 1]

5
6
7

MAPQ
CIGAR
RNEXT

Int
String
String

[0, 28 − 1]
\*([0-9]+[MIDNSHPX=])+
\|=|[!-()+-<>-~][!-~]*

8

PNEXT

Int

[0,231 -1]

9

TLEN

Int

[-231 +1, 231 -1]

10
11

SEQ
QUAL

String
String

\*|[A-Za-z=.]+
[!-~]+

Query template
NAME
bitwise FLAG
Reference sequence
name
1-base lefmost mapping POSition
MAPping Quality
CIGAR string
Ref. name of the
mate/next read
Position
of
the
mate/next read
observed Template
LENgth
segment SEQuence
ASCII of Phredscaled base QUALity+33

Table 2.1: The eleven mandatory fields of SAM format [13]
2.1.2.2

BAM

Due to the complexity of bioinformation, the sizes of files in pure textual
SAM format are large, tens of or even hundreds of Gigabytes are common.
So it is impractical to store SAM data directly in textual format, compression
on SAM data is inevitable. Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) format is a typical compressed binary version of SAM. The BAM files are compressed with
BGZF. BGZF, short of Blocked GNU Zip Format, is a library specially for
BAM, and as a variant of GZIP, BGZF is thus lossless and zlib-compatible.
As the term BGZF indicates, the compression unit of BAM files is block.
A BAM file is composed of a concatenated sequence of BGZF-compressed
blocks, each of which can contain various amount of binary encoded alignment records. In addition to compression, the other essential reason for using
BGZF in BAM is fast random access for indexed queries. So BAM files are
indexable and are usually indexed [13]. However, the indexable feature of
BAM is ignored in this thesis as this thesis focused only on sequential data
processing. Apparently, the compression feature makes data with BAM format impossible to be processed directly by text stream editors. In order to
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extract the SAM data from BAM, special tools are needed. SAMtools 3 including the aforementioned BGZF library is able to process BAM files. The
SAMtools, as an open source software project, is implemented separately in
both Java and C. In this thesis, only the Java API of SAMtools, i.e., htsjdk 4 ,
is used.
2.1.2.3

BED

Along with SAM textual data, there is another type of row-oriented textual
data format - BED. BED, short for Browser Extensible Data, is used to define
a feature track. There are three mandatory fields and nine optional fields in
BED data for comparing genomic features from genomic sequence alignment
lines in a given BAM file.
BED Field
chrom

Data Type
STRING

chromStart

INT

chromEnd

INT

Description
name of the chromosome
or scaffold
Start position of the feature in standard chromosomal coordinates (i.e. first
base is 0)
End position of the feature
in standard chromosomal
coordinates

cf. SAM Field
rname
pos, seq

pos, seq

Table 2.2: The three compulsory fields of BED format
Table 2.2 refers that the chrom field in BED corresponds to the rname
field in SAM. Given a sequence starting from chromStart and ending at
chromEnd in a BED row, a position, i.e., pos field, or a snippet starting from
that position until the end of the sequence, described in a SAM row with the
same chromosome can be within that range or not. By such joining the
BED and SAM data matrices, biologiests can get the chromosome alignment
sequence lines those have feature tracks defined in BED. [25]

2.1.3

Relational Database

The traditional solution of managing and processing large amounts of data
from an information system is the relational database. Relational database,
3
4

http://samtools.github.io/
http://samtools.github.io/htsjdk/
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staying on top of file system as an independent system, is a shared repository of data, which is structured with several types in a way called relational model. In the relational model, data is presented as a collection of
tables aka. relations. Each table has its own records with several columns,
aka. fields. [27] records in tables are stored in the record files, which was mentioned in the previous Sub-section 2.1.1.1 Files Organizations, and thus are
indexable. Users can define and manipulate records on those tables with
Structured-Query Language (SQL). SQL has two subsets. One is DataDefinition Language (DDL), which defines, drops tables or modifies their
fields, etc. The other is Data-Manipulation Language (DML), which updates,
inserts, deletes records of tables and queries records from tables. Applications
make use of SQL to execute online transaction processing (OLTP) and online analytical processing (OLAP). The guarantee of proper OLTP execution
forces the relational databases to keep the ACID valid.
Traditional relational databases have tables whose size ranges from metabytes (MB) to at most tens of giga-bytes (GB). But in practice, when the
amount of data has grown to hundreds of GB to tera-byte (TB) or even petabyte (PB) level, the maintenance of the indexable record file organization
with the validity of ACID becomes very challenging. Therefore, execution
of OLTP on Big Data with relational databases is unrealistic. Anyhow, the
OLAP execution does not necessarily require valid ACID in the system. The
solution of OLAP in this thesis is mainly about the use of scalable distributed
system regardless of ACID so that the computing of queries are executed in
parallel.

2.2

MapReduce as a Programming Model

The MapReduce programming model is based on the master-worker pattern.
Master-worker (aka. master-slave) pattern, as a parallel computing module,
is composed of a master and a number of independent workers. Master assigns tasks to workers, which then executes the assigned tasks independently
in parallel. In order to complete the computation as a whole, there is usually communication between the master and the workers before and after
processing each task [19]. The master and workers can be either a cluster
of computer nodes, i.e., loosely-coupled, where one functions as master and
the others as workers, or just across multiple cores on the same machine
with shared memory, i.e., tightly-coupled [28]. This thesis focuses on looselycoupled systems
MapReduce, as the name indicates, consists of map and reduce functions.
In the aspect of master-worker pattern, workers can be categorized into map
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workers executing map functions and reduce workers executing reduce functions. The type of any worker is decided by the master, meaning the master
searches idle workers and assigns map or reduce tasks to them. In general
abstraction, initially, a set of key/value pairs are distributed to the workers
as the input of the map functions. Then all the map functions are executed
and another set of key/value pairs as the direct or indirect input of the reduce function is produced. At last, workers containing the reduce functions
execute reduce functions and produce the reduced set of key/value pairs as
final output. Since the map and reduce functions are distributed among all
the workers, they can be computed in parallel. As a result, the performance
is enhanced significantly.

2.2.1

Dissection of MapReduce in Practical Aspect

MapReduce is an efficient interface of parallel computing. A practical implementation of MapReduce interface usually has the following steps when
being executed:
1. Initially, the program executing the MapReduce is cloned many times
among the cluster. One to the master and the others to workers.
2. The master assigns map tasks (aka. mapper) and reduce tasks (aka.
reducer) to the slaves for future execution.
3. The whole set of mapped key\value pairs from Big Data input is too
big to be input to any map task. So an implemented MapReduce
program should partition, aka. split the big set of input into many
logical pieces, i.e., input split, as the input of separate map tasks.
After splitting, the map workers transforms the input splits into logical
key/value pairs, which are the input of the map tasks. The the map
tasks output the intermediate key/value pairs.
4. The buffers of intermediate key/value pairs on disk of each node are
partitioned into multiple regions, i.e., locations, based on each of which
a corresponding location identifier is generated. Then the master makes
use of those location identifiers to control the communication between
workers, i.e., the master decides which partitions of the intermediate
result of key/value pairs on a worker should be transfered to other
workers by means of location identifier.
5. Before the reduce workers executes the reduce function, the intermediate key/value pairs are sorted by key. This sorting process plays a
key role in tuning the performance of the whole MapReduce process.
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Figure 2.2: MapReduce Executio Data Flow [10]

6. As a result of the last step, the reduce workers simply iterate over the
corresponding partition of sorted intermediate key/value pairs, pass
each key and its corresponding set of values to the reduce task one by
one in only one loop, then each reduce task appends output per key to
corresponding final output.

2.3

Apache Hadoop

Apache Hadoop is an open source Apache project implemented mainly in
Java. It is a framework processing large data distributed among one or
more clusters of computer nodes with commodity hardware in master-worker
model. As a result of the master-worker computing model, Hadoop is an
efficient and fast solution of Big Data processing, and it is so scalable that
its distributed data storage can store and process Big Data even to PB scale.
Moreover, as Hadoop is installed and running on clusters with commodity
hardware, the cost of managing Hadoop is economical. Last but not least,
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Hadoop automatically maintains multiple file copies, and thus they can be
redeployed during the data processing in case of failure.
Apache Hadoop 2.0 or higher has a three-layer architecuture as shown
in Figure 2.3. The top layer is the application module, which provides a
MapReduce API to the end user. The middle compute layer is called YARN,
on which the MapReduce application is running. The bottom layer is the
distributed file system storing the input and output of MapReduce applications.

Figure 2.3: Hadoop Architecture (2.0 or higher)

The following sub-sections will discuss about the aforementioned three
layers from top to the bottom in detail.

2.3.1

Hadoop MapReduce

Hadoop MapReduce, i.e., the application layer of Hadoop, is the implementation of the aforementioned MapReduce computing model. In a Hadoop
MapReduce framework, the highest-level MapReduce computation unit is
called a job, meaning that if a Hadoop user intends to make use of Hadoop
to process Big Data, he or she has to initialize a corresponding job instance
at first. In order to run the initialized job, MapReduce application has to
submit it to the Hadoop cluster. An initialized job instance can be considered as the user program shown on the top of Figure 2.2. The computing
data unit of a Hadoop MapReduce job is the input split as mentioned in subsection 2.2.1 Dissection of MapReduce in Practical Aspect, meaning Hadoop
divides each data chunk (HDFS block, which is going to be introduced in
sub-section 2.3.3.1 Filesystem Block) of the job input into fixed-sized logical
pieces of input splits by default 5 . A Hadoop MapReduce job is responsible
for computing the splits on the leftmost of Figure 2.2.
5

http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/input-splits-in-hadoopsmapreduce.html
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In case the program in Figure 2.2 is a Hadoop MapReduce job running
across a cluster of loosely-coupled computer nodes, the job is eventually
sent to the master, i.e., master node, which corresponds to the Master in
Figure 2.2, of Hadoop cluster. Then the whole MapReduce process starts
and soon the job will be divided into map and reduce tasks and all workers
will execute those map and reduce tasks in a one-to-many manner, meaning
each worker node can execute multiple map or reduce tasks simultaneously.
But tasks on each worker node are running in their own Java virtual container
processes, meaning the resource management as per MapReduce tasks is finegrained. The general rationale of map operation and reduce operation are
the same as what was described in Section 2.2.1.
2.3.1.1

Shuffle and Sort

However, in Hadoop MapReduce the implementation of the intermediate
process between the map phase and reduce phase in Figure 2.2 is more sophisticated. This intermediate process is called Shuffle and Sort, which can
be divided into four phases as demonstrated in Figure 2.4, say sort, combine,
copy and merge. Assuming the algorithm of the intermediate process of a
MapReduce job is a simple sum of values with the same key as demonstrated
in Figure 2.4, the aforementioned four phases are behaving as the following:
• In the sort phase of a map node, the output key/value pairs from
map tasks are sequentially written into a circular buffer in memory
so that the in-memory sort function sorts the ready key/value pairs
during the same time more new output key/value pairs are written
into the circular buffer. Shuffle is an essential phase during the whole
MapReduce process, which decides the running efficiency to a large
extent.
• In the combine phase of a map node, the user-definable combiner function takes output of the shuffle phase as input, then sum the values with
the same key, and the output will be transfered to a reduce node. As
a result, the bandwidth of intermediate data transfer from map nodes
to reduce nodes is narrowed down. In practice, there aren’t necessarily
shuffle, combine or reduce phase in all the MapReduce programs, it all
depends on the given problem to be solved with Hadoop MapReduce.
• The copy phase involves communication between the worker nodes, say
the output of map nodes is copied to the target reduce node as input.
As the input of any reduce node is from multiple map nodes, each of
whose output might be ready for transfer at different time, the reduce
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node has multiple threads to copy the output from different map nodes
in parallel.
• In the merge phase, in the reduce nodes the input is from other map
nodes as mentioned in the combine phase, as the keys of key/value
pairs are from multiple map tasks, the whole list of key/value pairs
are sorted again for the convenience of computing the final reduce.

Figure 2.4: Shuffle and Sort of Hadoop MapReduce

Last but not least, the intermediate result generated in each of the aforementioned phase is cached on the disks for security and fault-tolerance reason.
Especially during the Shuffle phase, the MapReduce job might need to get
input from other node through the network. Therefore, both the disk and
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network I/O inevitably slows down the performance of Hadoop MapReduce
framework.

2.3.2

YARN

YARN, short for short for Yet Another Resource Negotiator, is the substitute of the previous implementation of MapReduce, i.e., MapReduce 1.0. So
YARN is also called MapReduce 2.0 in Hadoop context. Logically, YARN
can be considered as a platform, by means of which the Hadoop MapReduce
program is running as demonstrated in Figure 2.3. The main contribution of
YARN is the separation of the scheduling of resources, i.e., CPU, memory,
IO etc., of clusters and the management of MapReduce applications. As a
result, YARN resolved the bottleneck of original framework, i.e., MapReduce
1, when running excessive amount of worker nodes.
Physical nodes in a Hadoop YARN cluster can be categorized to one
resource manager node and multiple node manager nodes:
• resource manager node has a resource manager as name indicates.
The resource manager does not execute the core computation of Hadoop
jobs but manages resources and applications separately. The resource
manager has two components. One is a scheduler, which schedules and
allocates and enforces the limit of resources for the running applications. The other is an application manager. When receiving a client
application request (step 2, 4 in Figure 2.5), the application manager
starts a resource unit, i.e., and abstracted container or say a Java
virtual machine, on to another suitable node (step 5a in Figure 2.5)
for executing a corresponding application master, which is introduced
next. 6
• Each node manager node has a node manager as the name indicates.
As computing resources are allocated by the resource manager to the
node manager nodes, the core MapReduce computation are executed
by the node manager nodes. In the aspect of Master-Slave pattern,
the node manager nodes are the worker nodes, among which one is a
master node containing the application master, and the others are slave
nodes as per each MapReduce application.
After the application master of a MapReduce application is started by
the resource manager, the application master initializes a MapReduce
job (5b in Figure 2.5). It either sends resource allocation request to the
6

http://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r2.6.0/hadoop-yarn/hadoop-yarnsite/YARN.html
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resource manager (8 in Figure 2.5) and makes use of the resource manager’s allocated distributed resources, i.e., the containers, to execute
the computation (9a and 9b in Figure 2.5), or directly run execute the
computation on its own residing container in case the submitted job is
fairly small.
In practice, resource manager and node managers are Java daemons.
Application master is a Java process. Each client job submitted to YARN
has a corresponding application ID, by means of which YARN clients can
keep track of the progress of their jobs. Each individual MapReduce task are
executed in only one YARN container, i.e., a Java process called YARNChild.

Figure 2.5: How a MapReduce job runs with YARN [32]
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Hadoop Distributed File Systems (HDFS)

Hadoop, as a paralleled solution of processing Big Data on distributed network systems, has its own distributed file system called HDFS, where all
data of Hadoop is stored. HDFS, short for Hadoop Distributed FileSystem,
stores very large files, meaning the order of magnitude of file sizes varies from
megabytes to even petabyte level greater than the disk capacity of a single
node, among multiple computer nodes.
Unlike relational database management systems (RDBMS), which should
hold ACID properties because of OLTP, data in the HDFS cannot be updated
in real-time as HDFS was designed based on the write-once, read-many-times
pattern.
2.3.3.1

Filesystem Block

In a normal operating system, the logical concept filesystem block size
specifies the minimum amount of data as a data transfer unit that the kernel
can read and write from hard disk one time. Bigger block size obviously decreases the block seeking times, which accounts for significant amount of the
time during the whole data transfer process, and thus improves the I/O performance. Similarly, raw data in HDFS are divided logically into equal-size
pieces of data chunks, which are also called block. Bigger HDFS block size,
which is 64 MB by default and can be configured , also decreases the ratio of
block seeking from HDFS on logical level. Moreover, in the aspect of running
Hadoop MapReduce jobs, it is more efficient to run MapReduce jobs, which
process large data blocks distributed among many nodes of a cluster since
each map task only seeks blocks for very few times. As a result, big block
size in HDFS improves the performance of Hadoop, and the configuration of
HDFS block size is very important in practice as one of the key factors of
Hadoop performance tuning.
In practice, HDFS is not independent from the operating system of each
Hadoop cluster node, meaning that HDFS is only a logical file system and
its binaries are stored among the file system of each node. One can login
to any node to browse the raw data of HDFS. However, it is not a good
idea to view the HDFS raw data through the operating system’s file system
of datanodes, instead HDFS provides a POSIX-like command-line interface
(CLI) for viewing, deleting and adding files etc.
2.3.3.2

Namenode VS Datanode

In the HDFS context, the Hadoop cluster nodes can be categorized to namenodes and datanodes. Namenode maintains the HDFS namespace on one-
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to-one base, it also maintains the directory tree, and the metadata of files
in HDFS. Datanodes store the HDFS data blocks. So when Hadoop is running on real cluster, say the namenode is a separate single node from other
datanodes, namenode does not store actual data. Anyway, without namenode HDFS data is not accessible. With regard to Hadoop YARN cluster, the
resource manager is usually on the primary namenode and the nodemanagers
are on the datanodes. In practice, there is a Java daemon called ”namenode” on the namenode, and there is a Java daemon called ”datanode” on
echo datanode.
2.3.3.3

Scalability and Fault-tolerance

HDFS differs from a single normal file system, e.g. in Linux-ext4, with its
scalability and fault-tolerance. The size of a large file in HDFS can be even
bigger than the disk space of one node, and along with the adding of more
date nodes the maximum size of single file easily scales out. Such scalability
owes a great deal to the fact that HDFS blocks are distributed in just a
bunch of disks (JBOD) fashtion in a simple round-robin manner similar to the
traditional distributed parallel solution of disk IO performance improvement,
i.e., RAID (redundant array of independent disks) [28]. This generally means
that data is also distributed among an array of independent disks. RAID is
feasible with the limit of the same disk size on those independent disks,
whereas HDFS’s JBOD solution does not need to care about the disk size,
say disks of any node can be of any size.
Commodity hardware at the beginning of the section 2.3 Apache Hadoop
means the hardware need not be expensive and highly reliable, and hardware
on each node does not necessarily need to be from the same vendor. Thus
the probability of hardware failure especially disk breakdown on nodes with
commodity hardware is fairly high. So HDFS has to be fault-tolerant. Faulttolerance means that HDFS is able to continue working properly in case
some nodes are broken or encounter I/O failures when running of Hadoop.
When more and more computer nodes with commodity hardware are added
to the Hadoop network, the probability of breakdown of any random node
will increase accordingly. Therefore, for reliability reason redundancy of data
is needed in HDFS. As an analogue of redundancy solution in RAID, HDFS
replicates data blocks among the data nodes in case some blocks on a certain
data node have corrupted its backups (aka. replicas) on the other nodes
would be still available to the client.
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Hadoop-BAM

Section 2.1.2.2 BAM mentioned that SAMtools is able to process BAM files.
But it is limited to work on local single computer like normal operating system software. The performance of SAMtools must be slow when the input
file is large because of the resource limit of a single computer. Ideally, combination of SAMtools and Hadoop MapReduce framework, say each Hadoop
mapper and reducer on all compute nodes in Hadoop cluster is utilizing the
SAMtools to extract the SAM records in parallel, would no doubt improve
the performance of processing the large BAM file. However, in practice there
is size conflict between the compressed BGZF blocks of BAM and the default
input split of Hadoop, say the fixed size of Hadoop input split always differs
from the various sizes of the compressed BGZF blocks.
Hadoop-BAM is a Java library for the scalable manipulation of nextgeneration sequencing data such as BAM, VCF, BSF, FASTA, FSTQ etc.
with Hadoop [23]. In the API point of view, Hadoop-BAM Hadoop-BAM is
the implementation of Hadoop’s new API in the package
org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce with the help of Java API of SAMtools,
i.e., htsjdk, and thus achieved the purpose of using SAMtools to process
large BAM files in parallel. The core interfaces Hadoop-BAM implemented
are:
• InputFormat
• InputSplit
• RecordReader
• RecordWriter
By means of these implementations Hadoop-BAM resolved the aforementioned size conflict.

Chapter 3

Interactive SQL Engines on Top
of Hadoop
With regard to different data sources in HDFS and the different data analysis requirement, the corresponding MapReduce jobs differentiate from each
other. Hadoop programmers have to code the MapReduce jobs manually
based on the requirements and the performance totally depends on the code.
Such coding, primarily with Java, is time consuming and involves tremendous labor cost in practice. Automation of the process of generating and
optimizing the Hadoop MapReduce jobs with a simple higher level query
language such as SQL rather than complicated Java definitely saves cost and
brings convenience to end users. In recent years, the solution is to place SQL
engines on top of Hadoop to generate MapReduce jobs automatically. As
a result, analysis of data from HDFS can be directly executed with SQL.
The most popular SQL engines in Hadoop ecosystem are Hive and Spark. In
addition, Impala is introduced briefly at the end og this chapter.
The general architecture of SQL engines for processing HDFS based Big
Data for a distributed data warehouse is similar to that of traditional relational database applications in the sense that both are of client/server architecture [5]. However, as aforementioned, such Big Data solution is mainly for
OLAP, currently it mainly supports query operations rather thant real-time
update of data.

3.1

Apache Hive

Apache Hive, one of the open source Apache projects, is a Hadoop-based
data warehousing solution supporting SQL-like language HiveQL, aka., HQL
and, it is built on top of HDFS purposing on structurize the unstructured
29
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Big Data in HDFS. By means of Hive’s own SQL, users can create database,
add tables into the created database etc. like in relational databases. The
corresponding metadata, i.e., mainly the schemata, of the data in Hive is
expressed as Hive-Metastore. The data in Hive tables is stored in HDFS,
SQL is eventually compiled to MapReduce jobs and then executed in Hadoop
cluster.

3.1.1

Apache Hive Architecture

The architecture of Apache Hive is shown in Figure 3.1. Hive provides
clients with a command-line interface (CLI), cross-platform middleware,
(ODBC/JDBC), and a web graphic user interface (Web GUI) on the top
level, say the application logic layer on the client side, of the architecture.
The middle level has an optional server called HiveThrift aka. Thrift server.
HiveThrift, as name indicates, makes use of Thrift, a RPC (remote procedure
call) framework for ”scalable cross-language services development” 1 , to allow
access to Hive over a single port so that clients outside the Hadoop network
can also send their SQL request. The driver between the Thrift server and
the HDFS can be taken as the database logic layer. When receiving HiveQL
statement requests directly from the clients interfaces or from Thrift server,
the driver invokes its compiler to translate the HQL syntax into a series
of MapReduce tasks. The whole process of compiling an HQL statement is
as the following: HQL→parse tree→internal query representation→logical
plan→MapReduce tasks 2 , where the logical plan consists of a tree of operators used to generate the final series of Map-Reduce tasks. The final series
of MapReduce tasks are represented as a physical execution plan consisting
of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [17] of MapReduce tasks. Eventually the
generated MapReduce tasks are submitted to the Hadoop according to the
order in the DAG. Metadata in Hive is stored in metastore. Metadata in
the metastore is generated during the corresponding table creation time and,
it is reused when the records in table are queried through HQL. Metadata in
Metastore is similar with that in traditional relational databases in that it
contains the database as a namespace for tables, table and partition objects
mentioned in Section 3.1.2 Hive Data Model. However, as Hive uses SerDe
for data format conversion purpose as mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the table
and partition objects also contains the SerDe information. Last but not least,
as shown in Figure 3.1, the metastore is independent from the Hadoop system, meaning that it is stored directly in the file system of client’s operating
1
2

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/HiveServer
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/Design
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Figure 3.1: Hive Architecture

system or in the relational database system other than in HDFS.

3.1.2

Hive Data Model

Abstractly, Hive stores data into tables, which are the analogues of tables
in relational databases. In practice, data in tables are still stored in the
HDFS, but in a more structured fashion, say records of a table are stored
in the corresponding directory of HDFS. Data from the other location than
the Hive data warehouse in HDFS is also retrievable by means of external
table just like that in relational databases. Moreover, Hive can also index on table columns like in RDBMS. From developers’ point of view, Hive
cannot directly access data in HDFS but implement SQL query and insert
operations by converting the data in HDFS to final records visible to end
users with the help of serialized objects, which is a sequence of bytes that
can be fully restored to convert to the corresponding original objects [11], as
intermediate data formats. As shown in the bold font part of the first row in
Figure 3.2, the <key,value> - pairs in Hadoop are expressed as serializable
objects, Hive needs a Deserializer to deserialize the serializable objects to
Row objects, which are presented to end users; on the other hand, the bold
font part in the second row in Figure 3.2 explains that the Row objects needs
a Serializer to be serialized to serializable <key,value> - pair objects so that
Hadoop can eventually store them into the HDFS. Hive provide an interface
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HDFS filesÛInputFileFormatÛ<key,value>ÛDeserializerÛRow object
Row objectÛSerializerÛ<key,value>ÛOutputFileFormatÛHDFS files
Figure 3.2: Data flow in Hive
to make serialization and deserialization possible, that is the SerDe, short
for Serializer and Deserializer. 3
In practice, there is a defect in Hive SerDe API currently. The SerDe is
only able to deserialize the original Hadoop input format, i.e.,
org.apache.hadoop.mapred.InputFormat whose package org.apache.hadoop.mapred - is already annotated as deprecated in the
Hadoop API document. Whereas Hadoop-BAM was implemented with the
new API from the package org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce. 4 The API conflict between Hive SerDe and the Hadoop-BAM brings about extra coding in
the benchmarking experiment.
Records in Hive tables are usually on the Big Data level, queries with even
simple conditions might result in scanning large amount of records and most
of them is wasting CPU time. Skipping of useless scanning would definitely
improve the query performance. Hive uses partitioned tables to achieve
such purpose, say Hive segregates data of one table into several partitions. In
practice, partitioned data of one table is stored separately in sub-directories
inside the table’s corresponding directory in HDFS so that some queries can
directly scan only the data within one or several sub-directories. Moreover,
Hive tables can be partitioned to several levels hierarchically, meaning there
can be another level of sub-directories in one subdirectory. However, some
data might be partitioned so that there are many sub-directories corresponding to the small partitions on the other level than the top level partition,
the amount of such small sub-directories might eventually grow above the
maximum amount of sub-directories the system allows to have. Hive uses
buckets to resolve such extreme cases instead of partitions. Buckets are
based on hashes of table column and, each bucket in one partition directory
corresponds to a file in the HDFS. [30]

3.1.3

HiveQL

HiveQL, i.e., Hive Query Language, is a SQL-like dialect, meaning its syntax
is mostly similar with SQL but HiveQL does not fully conform to any standard. Data models mentioned Sub-Section 3.1.2 Hive Data Model are stored
3

http://blog.cloudera.com/blog/2012/12/how-to-use-a-serde-inapache-hive/
4
https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r2.6.0/api/
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in the Hive metastore mentioned in Sub-Section 3.1.1 Apache Hive Architecture. Similar with relational databases, on the high level the HiveQL queries
data from schema based on the meta-data. HiveQL, as the query language
for Big Data, differs from the SQL of traditional relational databases with
its support on the aforementioned SerDe with its unique syntax - ADD JAR,
by means of which HiveSQL can query and aggregate distributed data with
various formats, i.e., both structured and unstructured.

3.2

Apache Spark

Apache Spark is currently the most actively being developed open-source
”fast and general engine for large-scale data processing”. It can run much
faster than a corresponding MapReduce job, which processes the same data
set within the same problem domain, running on Hadoop. However, typical
speedups are much more modest. The low latency of Spark is mainly credited to the in-memory computing feature of Spark. The intermediate result
is stored in memory and thus the reuse of the data stored in memory reduce
significant amount of disk I/O, especially, the data processing speed after the
initial running is magnificently improved. However, in-memory computing
is not the mere reason for low latency, other reasons will be introduced in
latter Sub-section 3.2.1 Spark Architecture. From the developers’ point of
view, Spark is easy to use. Abundant and comprehensive Spark APIs are predominantly written in Scala, but integrated with Java, Python and even R.
Moreover, Spark’s API is simpler than that of Hadoop MapReduce. In case of
implementing the simple MapReduce-based wordcount algorithm, the Spark
code in Scala needs only about one fifth of that in Hadoop MapReduce and
only one line is the execution code. It was mentioned at the beginning of this
section that Spark is a general engine. Thanks to RDD (resilient distributed
dataset), comparing with Hive, which can get data from HDFS, Spark can
process data not only from HDFS but also from files in local file system, S3 a cloud storage service developed by Amazon [8], NoSQL databases [7] such
as HBase and Cassandra by running on various platforms such as Hadoop
YARN, Mesos, standalone or on the cloud, e.g. the Amazon cloud. Until
recently, Spark is seamlessly integrated with Spark SQL for querying structured data, Spark Streaming for real-time data stream processing, MLlib
for machine learning, and GraphX for graph processing. This is shown in
Figure 3.3, and it will be integrated with more and more other components
along with the continuous development. In this sense, Spark can be taken as
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Figure 3.3: Spark Stack [1]

a comprehensive SDK (Software Development Kit).

3.2.1

5

Spark Architecture

Refer to Figure 3.4, a Spark cluster, the distribution of nodes among the cluster, on which Spark is installed and running, is analogous to that of nodes
among Hadoop cluster in the sense that it is in master-slave pattern and, it
supports running of MapReduce based parallel programs. Regardless of the
Spark driver program, which is going to be introduced in detail in the next
paragraph, on the left side of Figure 3.4, the master node corresponds to the
middle part of Figure 3.4. It has a cluster manager, which allocates computing resources among the cluster like the connection arrows between the
cluster manager and worker nodes as shown on the right side of Figure 3.4.
In practice, the cluster manager can be of various types, such as Spark’s own
standalone, MESOS [22], or Hadoop YARN. For each Spark instance, the
cluster manager allocates resources by starting an executor process on each
worker node, meaning the executors on the same worker nodes corresponding
to different Spark applications are independent from each other. The executors, which are processing and storing data on worker node, can be taken as
a virtual machine, whose lifetime is that of the corresponding Spark application. The executor has its own thread pool, where the generated threads run
multiple tasks in parallel in coarse-grained manner on each single node. The
startup of any task thread does not need to initialize its own address space
in memory, and thus saves plenty of time comparing with the startup of an
individual process. In addition, Spark’s in-memory computing mechanism
was mainly implemented in the executor, meaning that the executor has a
5

http://spark.apache.org/
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Figure 3.4: Spark Cluster Overview [1]

read-only cache in memory like what was mentioned inside the worker node
on the right side of Figure 3.4. The cache of one Spark application on any
worker node is shared by all the tasks belonging to the same Spark application among all worker nodes. In-memory computing greatly enhanced the
speed of running Spark applications comparing with Hadoop, which shares
data through the disk with hefty I/O cost, especially in case of iterative
computing, the data can be directly re-referenced from the cache rather than
from disk.
The left part of Figure 3.4 is the client node, where the driver resides.
From the programming point of view, the driver program is the main program
of the corresponding Spark application. There is a SparkContext object in
the driver program. The SparkContext is the entry point of the Spark functionality. By means of SparkContext the Spark application is connected to
the cluster, sends tasks to executors, and receives result from worker nodes
like the connection between the driver program and worker nodes. In addition, the driver interacts with the aforementioined cluster manager in master
node.
3.2.1.1

Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD)

RDD, short for Resilient Distributed Dataset, is an abstraction of read-only
collection of records partitioned across the distributed computer nodes in
memory. The word ”resilient” indicates the persistence of data in memory
or disk. The motivation of RDD is to process Big Data with various formats
interactively with low latency on the premise of keeping the whole system
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Figure 3.5: Flow of a Spark Job [3]

fault-tolerant. During the whole Spark computation, RDD objects are manipulated by various operators, and computed intermediate results are stored
mainly in volatile memory also as RDD objects for efficient reuse purpose.
There are two types of operations on RDD objects. After the SparkContext
of a Spark application is initialized in the Spark driver, the initial RDD objects can be generated based on the original data from secondary storage such
as HDFS, HBase or among other things. Then the existing RDD objects can
be used as parents to generate other types of RDDs. The aforementioned two
types of operations for generating the RDD objects are called transformations. The leftmost sub-area of Figure 3.5 shows the example transformations
such as join, group, filter etc. As the same transformation can be applied to
many data items, and there is dependent relationship between different types
of RDD objects, transformation can be logged to build a virtual dataset, i.e.,
the fault-tolerance mechanism called lineage, by mean of which the lost RDD
objects can be efficiently recomputed in case of disk or node failure. Lineage
can be represented as trackable directed graphs, which are described with
Spark’s provided interfaces, as shown in the second sub-area of Figure 3.5:
The rectangles filled with shaded blue color are the atomic partitions of
dataset belonging to the corresponding RDD objects, i.e., boxes with solid
lines, the directed edges in the graph are the dependencies between different
partitions of different RDD objects. Such directed graphs do not contain any
cycles, i.e., the so called directed acyclic graph abbreviated as DAG, meaning
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there is one and only one path from one partition to another, thus rebuild of
a broken partition of a certain RDD can start from its parent RDDs on base
of the dependencies instead of from the original backup of data source from
the disk like in Hadoop, which is time consuming with high I/O cost. This
DAG also plays a key role in Spark scheduling, i.e., DAGScheduler, where
operators can be easily rearranged and combined across DAG for the purpose of optimization6 . RDD transformations are ”lazy” in that the actual
transformations of RDDs do not start to compute until the driver program
requires result from the subsequent actions, i.e., the other type of operations on RDDs such as count, collect, save etc., on actual data resource. As
a result, different transformations with the same subsequent action can be
pipelined to execute in parallel in case narrow dependency, where each parent
partition has at most one child partition. This is another reason for Spark
application to run fast, say actions return a value whereas transformations
only create dataset. Last but not least, RDD has various configurable storage levels from memory to disk for data reuse, i.e., the persist method. By
default, intermediate or final RDD objects are cached only in memory with
the persit method, but it can also be configured to be spilled to disks when
the reserved cache in memory is full, in which case the behavior is analogous
to the virtual memory technique in operating systems.

3.2.2

From Shark to Spark SQL

The original support of running SQL in Spark was implemented with the
existing Hive components. That is Shark. Figure 3.6 is the architecture of
Shark, where the colored parts are the components of Hive. Original data
source of Shark is stored in HDFS as usual. The Hive metastore is also used
to store Shark metadata. During the whole compilation process of HiveQL
in Shark, the first three approaches
HQL → parse tree → internal query representations → logical plan

have been executed through Hive compiler in the same way as compilation
of HiveQL in Hive. Afterwards, in Hive the logical plan is converted to physical plan consisting of MapReduce tasks in Hive compiler as mentioned in
Sub-section 3.1.1 Apache Hive Architecture. Whereas in Shark the logical
plan is converted to physical plan consisting of RDD transformations by the
optimizer in Shark Runtime other than Hive compiler. As mentioned in the
previous sub-section 3.2.1, the execution of RDD operations in Spark is definitely faster than that of MapReduce jobs in Hadoop. The major reason for
6

http://www.quora.com/How-does-Apache-Spark-work
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Figure 3.6: Shark Architecture

fast execution of HiveQL in Shark is attributed to the in-memory computing of Spark, say Shark can be configured to cache the computed result into
memory for reuse by means of RDD. In addition, Shark can also define tables
explicitly as cached tables, which are stored in memory as primitive arrays
rather than objects, so that data in cached tables can be accessed with much
higher efficiency than accessing of data from disk.
Anyhow, the Shark architecture is dependent on Hive. The development
of Shark is strongly restricted by Hive, especially it can not satisfy the need
of integration with other technology such as graphic computing, machine
learning etc. So the Spark development team terminated the development
of Shark on July 1 2014 7 , instead started the development of new technology for resolving the development restriction issue caused by dependency on
Hive, i.e., Spark SQL. Spark SQL, a fairly new module of Apache Spark for
”working with structured data” 8 , is a new SQL engine on top of Spark.
As shown on the top layer of Figure 3.7, SQL query can also be directly
sent through JDBC/ODBC, or through console such as Spark’s interactive
Shell. The middle layer indicates that Spark SQL is totally independent from
Hive. The DataFrame APIs, which can be considered as tables in relational
database or a data frames in R or Python, of Spark SQL allow SQL to be
embedded into other languages such as Scala, Java and Python and directly
support access to data with popular formats such JSON and Parquet. By
7

http://databricks.com/blog/2014/07/01/shark-spark-sql-hive-onspark-and-the-future-of-sql-on-spark.html
8
https://spark.apache.org/sql/
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Figure 3.7: Interfaces to Spark SQL, and Interaction with Spark [4]

means of Spark SQL, standard SQL or SQL-like syntaxes such as HiveQL
can be efficiently compiled into coarse-grained Spark MapReduce programs
with initial RDD objects. In the normal SQL engines using JVM, objects
corresponding to the query expression tree are generated and evaluated as
per each record, the generation of the aforementioned expression tree’s corresponding objects and some other extra objects needed in the computation,
and the garbage collection feature of JVM significantly slow down the query
execution time. Whereas in Spark SQL, the Runtime Bytecode Generation
feature has greatly shortened the SQL query execution time, say the Catalyst
Optimizer of Spark-SQL makes use of a new feature in Scala 2.10, i.e., runtime reflection [14] to generate custom bytecode instead of hefty expression
tree objects and feed them into the compiler at runtime. [4]

3.3

Impala

Impala is an open source massively parallel processing (MPP) SQL engine [24]. Unlike Hadoop, Impala is developed with C++ by Cloudera, an
Apache Hadoop-based software provider. It is a database management system for data stored in HDFS or HBase [20] from scalable Hadoop cluster
with parallel computing technology. As a database management system, Impala supports SQL with industrial standard. SQL execution with Impala
utilizes the data from HDFS or HBase with the same formats, metastore,
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Figure 3.8: Impala Query Execution Architecture

and security etc. as used by other components such as Hadoop MapReduce,
Apache Hive and other Hadoop software etc. By integration with Hadoop
and simple massively parallel processing instead of using MapReduce model,
Impala achieves the goal of processing Big Data in parallel with scalability
and low latency. However, the simplicity of MPP has determined the zero
fault-tolerance of Impala, say if any query execution in any node fails, the
whole query process fails [16]
Different from Hive and Spark, Impala has nothing to do with MapReduce, say it executes SQL queries by means of the essence of MPP, i.e., local
processing, as shown in Figure 3.8, which contains three worker nodes. The
query planner, query coordinator and query executor on each node correspond to three daemons. The purpose of the three deamons is to first get
SQL request and distribute it across the worker nodes, and then any worker
node can execute query that has been initialized by other nodes on its local
data. When a query planner receives a SQL request from ODBC as shown
in arrow 1., the query coordinator distribute the request as fragments of
query plan to query executors among the worker nodes as shown in arrow
2., then the query executor on each worker node executes its assigned fragment of query plan on its local data in parallel. The intermediate results
are cached in memory and streamed between query executors on different
nodes as shown in arrow 3., thus the circumvention of unnecessary disk I/O
by means of in-memory intermediate results in low latency.

Chapter 4

Experiment
This experiment is to benchmark SQL performance with two Hadoop based
SQL engines, i.e., Hive and Spark SQL, in a scientific Linux based cluster
environment called Triton. Besides the execution of benchmark scripts, the
whole experiment consists of installation, configuration, practical coding and
configuration tuning. In the aspect of Big Data, the configuration and coding
part aim at dealing with the volume and variety, say the sample data is the
aforementioned compressed BAM file, i.e., related to variety, with large size,
i.e., related to volume and a simple BED file with less than one hundred
rows. The two SQL engines utilized Hadoop-BAM by means of coding and
configuration setting to extract SAM records from the compressed BAM file
stored in HDFS distributedly.

4.1

Experiment Environment - Triton

The aforementioned experiment environment - Triton - is managed by SLURM.
SLURM, short for Simple Linux Utility Resource Manager, is an open source
scalable system mainly used to schedule batch jobs, and manage resources on
distributed Linux clusters. 1 For security reason, it is not allowed to login to
the nodes of Triton cluster directly from outside of the Triton cluster network.
There is a public jump machine working as a frontend of Triton for normal
Triton users. Triton frontend has identical software setup with other nodes,
which execute parallel programs. So normal Triton users can use frontend
as their ”sandbox” to compile and run unit tests of their code etc. Triton
users can execute their programs either by submitting an interactive job, or
a batch job, say usually a shell script, with command sbatch 2 through Triton
1
2

https://computing.llnl.gov/linux/slurm/
http://slurm.schedmd.com/sbatch.html
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Figure 4.1: Triton Cluster Node Distribution

frontend. Each submitted interactive or batch job has an ID corresponding
to environment variable SLURM JOB ID and a name corresponding to environment variable SLURM JOB NAME. In any case, users’ submitted jobs
have to wait in the SLURM queue until there are enough free nodes with
the required amount of resources to be allocated to the submitted jobs. Tn
this experiment, the whole benchmarking process is automated with a shell
script, and then is submitted as a batch job to SLURM queue, with its options, such as the needed amount nodes, memory and core requirement of
each node etc. SLURM users can execute a program on the allocated nodes
in parallel with SLURM’s inherent unique command - srun. 3 In the context
of srun, an execution unit, i.e., a simple Linux command or a shell script,
is called a job. A job consists of one-per-node parallel tasks. Distribution of
the CPU cores of the nodes are shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2

Environment Setup

Nodes planned to be chosen are of type HP ProLiant BL465c G6. This type
of node corresponds to ’32GB Opteron (2009)’ in Figure 4.1, each equipped
with 2x Six-Core AMD Opteron 2435 2.6GHz processors, 32GB memory,
and local hard drive, which is more than enough for the 15.2GB BAM with
3 replications.
Every software used in this experiment is open source, and is listed in
Appendix .1. The whole experiment is based on Hadoop, meaning HiveQL
queries are translated to Hadoop MapReduce jobs and Spark SQL is running
in YARN mode in this experiment. Hadoop is running in JRE, which is a
part of the Linux distribution and fortunately Triton is Linux based. As for
Hive, HiveQL queries are sent to Hive SQL engine through Hive CLI; as for
3

https://computing.llnl.gov/linux/slurm/srun.html
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Spark, SQL queries are executed through Spark Shell. However, neither Hive
nor Spark SQL engine per se, is able to read BAM file from HDFS directly
because of the aforementioned compression format of BAM. So in order to
make HiveQL and Spark SQL be table to read BAM file from HDFS, extra
coding is inevitable, details of coding part will be introduced in section.

4.3

Sample Data

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the SQL engines, on which
benchmark queries are executed, are extracting textual SAM data from BAM,
I downloaded three large BAM files from ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk and
they are listed below in ascending order by size.
• HG00096.mapped.ILLUMINA.bwa.GBR.low coverage.20120522.bam
• HG00100.mapped.ILLUMINA.bwa.GBR.low coverage.20130415.bam
• NA12878.mapped.ILLUMINA.bwa.CEU.high coverage pcr free.20130906.bam

The following table listed the sizes of the same BAM files and their corresponding SAM file sizes. The extracted SAM format data from BAM file
is roughly around four times of the original BAM files. This is the base of
evaluating the hard drive size requirement on each node and the memory size
requirement in case of benchmarking the Spark SQL.
BAM Size (byte/GB)
15601108255/15
40253874176/38
250863909273/234

SAM Size (byte/GB)
64521868335/60
165275212857/153.9
1037415334450/966.2

Table 4.1: BAM file size and corresponding SAM file size
The BAM file with the smallest size, i.e.,
HG00096.mapped.ILLUMINA.bwa.GBR.low coverage.20120522.bam, was chosen
to be the final sample data considering the memory limit in the experiment setup.
In addition, one of the benchmarking queries joins the extracted BAM data with
textual BED data. A BED file, which covers 18.7 percent of the alignment sequence
lines in the chosen BAM file, was used.
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Experimental Procedure

The goal of the experiment is to benchmark and compare the performance of two
SQL engines, i.e., Spark and Hive, by means of running the same set of SQL
queries on the same BAM sample data inside Hadoop YARN framework. As a
typical scientific comparative experiment, there is the following experiment setup:
The hypothesis is that Spark processes BAM much faster than Hive with its inmemory feature under the similar circumstances. The experimental unit is SQL
query. There are two treatments, say the execution of SQL query on Hive running
Hadoop MapReduce jobs in YARN, and the execution of SQL query on Spark in
YARN mode. [9] Observations are the time taken in seconds to execute each query.
In addition, the total time taken to execute the whole SQL script was also observed.
The most apparent and the worst uncontrolled variation, which affects the accuracy
of the experiment result, is the I/O bottleneck including both network and disk
I/O. Unfortunately, with normal Triton user right this uncontrolled variation is
not measurable, so both the disk and network I/O is assumed to be roughly stable.
The experiment should be repeated at least three times to improve the accuracy
of the result and the ultimate repeating times is 21.
As mentioned in Section 4.1 Experiment Environment - Triton, the experiment
is to be executed in a batch job submitted to Triton, and every time SLURM selects
the required amount of nodes randomly to execute the submitted job. Considering this circumstance and the experiment setup demonstrated in the preceding
paragraph, the most realistic and accurate way of executing the whole experiment
is by running it in one batch job. The whole experiment procedure contains the
following consecutive tasks:
1. Hadoop installation and configuration
2. Load sample data into the HDFS
3. Hive installation and configuration
4. Running HiveQL through Hive CLI N times in a loop
5. Spark installation and reconfiguration on Hadoop
6. Running Spark SQL through Spark Shell N times in a loop

4.4.1

Practical Coding

Despite the simple HiveSQL queries used for benchmarking, the coding related to
the experiment includes Bash, Java, and Scala. The whole experiment procedure
is automated programmatically, and the automation is implemented in a Bash, a
type of shell script, so that it can be submitted as a batch job to Triton.
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With respect to benchmarking on Hive, Hadoop-BAM API cannot be directly
invoked and used by Hive SQL engine, instead Hive can only utilize the implementation of its own API SerDe and OutputFormat to make Hive SQL engine’s
translated MapReduce jobs be able to utilize Hadoop-BAM. Moreover, due to
the MapReduce API conflict between Hive SerDe and Hadoop-BAM mentioned
in Section 3.1.2 Hive Data Model, mere implementation of Hive SerDe and its
OutputFormat is not enough, its supported (deprecated) InputFormat API with
its dependencies API has to be implemented to sidestep runtime error in any case.
Implementation of the deprecated InputFormat is in fact just a wrapper of the
new InputFormat. All the aforementioned required implementation purposing
on extracting data from BAM with Hive SQL engine formed a small individual
project called Hadoop-BAM-Hive 4 . The HIVE benchmark queries are listed in
Appendix .2. When the benchmark script is executed by Hive CLI, the Hive CLI
itself will print the execution time of each SQL query to standard output, which
can be redirected to a text file.
With respect to benchmarking on Spark SQL, the direct support of new Hadoop
API by the miscellaneous Spark API makes life easier. Even though, as the Spark
SQL client (Spark SQL CLI) can not execute SQL queries retrieving data with
other formats than text or some simple compression such as GZIP etc., the SAM
records still have to be extracted from BAM file in HDFS with the help of HadoopBAM API programmatically. To put it simply, Spark SQL queries have to be embedded in the Scala, Java or Python code. I chose Scala because of two reasons:
1) the simplicity of Scala, 1) the whole Spark project was implemented in Scala.
Aslo, the measurement of Spark SQL execution time is implemented as a Scala
function. The Scala code is listed in .3. Strictly speaking, as the Spark benchmark
script is executed with Spark-Shell, the execution time of each query also includes
the compilation time of the correponding Scala syntax embedding the SQL query.
So the compilation time is actually another uncontrolled variation in this experiment, but this is ignored. However, the compilation time has been ignored in the
experiment.

4.4.2

Initial Configuration

In the experiment, Triton batch job, Hadoop, Hive and Spark needs to be configured. Configuration of the batch job benchmarking the SQL queries is trivial based
on Section 4.2 Environment Setup. With regard to the configuration of Hadoop
cluster, Hadoop binaries need to be installed to the same location on each node
running the Hadoop MapReduce framework, and the configuration of Hadoop on
each node has to be identical. Most configuration keeps as default for simplicity
reason except for four configuration factors on four separate files. First, slaves
have to be defined in the file HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/slaves, which decides
worker nodes of the MapReduce framework. Second, the in the context of HDFS,
4

https://github.com/rxue/Hadoop-BAM-Hive
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namenode has to be defined in the file HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/core-site.xml.
Third, the default configuration of MapReduce framework is not YARN, so YARN
has to be defined as the MapReduce framework in the file
HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/mapred-site.xml. Fourth, in the context of YARN,
resource manager has to be defined in the file
HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/yarn-site.xml.
With regard to the configuration of Hive, as Hive SQL engine is mainly just
translating the SQL queries to the MapReduce jobs running on Hadoop MapReduce framework, the configuraiton of Hive is trivial. There is no need to install
Hive on all the worker nodes but only on the namenode of Hadoop, and it is
enough to tell Hive only the Hadoop configuration directory. The same goes with
the configuration of Spark as the experiment is running Spark SQL with YARN
mode.

4.4.3

Issues Encountered

Section 4.4.2 Initial Configuration is the initial but compulsory configuration that
can only meet the need of querying data from basic text files with small sizes
on the MB level. So because of the large volume, i.e., 15.2GB, and the special
compressed format, i.e., BAM, of the sample data, lots of technical issues have been
encountered when benchmarking on Hive and especially on Spark SQL. First, the
benchmark result of Hive SQL processing the BAM sample data with the initial
configuration was too slow, say each query took over five minutes on average. The
YARN application page and the Linux GNU tool htop detected that less than half
of the twelve cores on each node was utilized when the translated MapReduce jobs
were running. While comparing with the experience of benchmarking on Spark,
benchmarking on Hive is much simpler in that at least all the queries returned
with the results even though it took long time.
Benchmarking on Spark was a difficult experience, which took over one and a
half month. At the beginning, in order to save coding time I intended to retrieve
data directly from Apache Hive by means of Hive’s SerDe. 5 Unfortunately, my
own coded SerDe in Hadoop-BAM-Hive for reading BAM data never worked with
Spark SQL. There is always an error in the executor caused by a Java exception:
java.lang.IllegalStateException: unread block data with the root cause
at org.apache.spark.serializer.JavaSerializerInstance.deserialize
(JavaSerializer.scala:85) In order to ensure the support of Hive SerDe by
Spark SQL, I made a test with another open source SerDe implementation library reading the JSON data called Hive-JSON-Serde 6 . Hive-JSON-Serde indeed
worked properly with Spark SQL, which proved the support of Hive SerDe by Spark
SQL. So the exception - unread block data - is probably caused by the implemen5

http://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/sql-programming-guide.html#
hive-tables
6
https://github.com/rcongiu/Hive-JSON-Serde
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tation of InputFormat, i.e., DeprecatedBAMInputFormat in Hadoop-BAM-Hive.
DeprecatedBAMInputFormat is not an actual implementation of
org.apache.hadoop.mapred.InputFormat but a wrapper calling
org.apache.mapreduce.InputFormat, and thus Spark’s Java serializer is not able
to deserialize the BAM’s corresponding Java objects. This issue remained unsolved, so the thought of extracting SAM record from Hive table storing BAM
with Hive SerDe has to be dodged.
Eventually, I utilized the SPARK RDD API - NewHadoopRDD - to invoke
Hadoop-BAM as mentioned in Section 4.4.1 Practical Coding. All the queries
could work with small BAM file within 1 GB. But when the input BAM is changed
to the sample BAM file with 15.2 GB the two JOIN queries never succeeded with
the default configuration, and this issue forced me to tune the Spark configuration,
which is introduced in the next section.

4.4.4

Configuration Tuning

The general purpose of configuration tuning on Hadoop, Hive and Spark is to let
the whole benchmarking procedure go through without error and to make the most
of the computing resources among all the nodes. Tuning on Hadoop MapReduce
Shuffle is mostly ignored due to the time limit in spite of the fact that tuning on
Shuffle has big impact on the execution time.

4.4.4.1

Configuration of YARN

HADOOP_HOME/ect/hadoop/yarn-site.xml:
The tuning of YARN is in the light of the physical resource on each node
mentioned in the beginning of Section 4.2 Environment Setup regardless of the
hard drive. With regard to node manager node, considering the operating system
and the Hadoop service, i.e., the datanode and node manager daemons, need at
least two cores, the left ten cores are all allocated to YARN containers, i.e.,
yarn.nodemanager.resource.cpu-vcores = 10

(4.1)

Given 32GB (=32768M) memory, around 15% are reserved by the Linux operating
system and the aforementioned daemons, I set around 27648M for containers, i.e.,
yarn.nodemanager.resource.memory-mb = 27648

(4.2)

Taking 27648M as the threshold, accordingly there is:
yarn.scheduler.maximum-allocation-mb = 27648

4.4.4.2

(4.3)

Configuration of MapReduce Jobs

HADOOP_HOME/ect/hadoop/mapred-site.xml: This section is only related to the
execution of SQL on HIVE. The key of configuring MapReduce jobs is to maximize
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the memory size of the fine-grained mappers and reducers. As mentioned in the
previous section, 27648M left for containers. So as to each core it is divided by
ten, i.e., roughly 2760M, despite the fact that calculation of HDFS data block size
assumed the nine working cores on each worker node. This setting is not well
optimized. The corresponding settings are:
mapreduce.map.memory.mb = 2760

(4.4)

mapreduce.reduce.memory.mb = 2760

(4.5)

In fact, the memory of reducer, i.e.,mapreduce.reduce.memory.mb = 2760, is
probably too small based on the HIVE SQL query logs, which shows that most
queries generated only one reducer. However, this issue was ignored. In relation
to the corresponding Java child process, max memory should be set, i.e.,
mapred.child.java.opts = -Xmx2760m -XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC

(4.6)

.

4.4.4.3

Configuration of Spark in YARN Client Mode

Spark benchmark script is running in Spark-Shell in YARN client mode. So in
case of running the same application with Spark-Submit in YARN cluster mode,
which is the standard mode in production, the configuration differs. The key is the
setting of virtual CPU cores and memory allocated to the driver, coarse-grained
executors and application master, which are limited by the configuration of YARN
mentioned in the previous Sub-section 4.4.4.1.
The separation of the driver from YARN in YARN client mode made the
configuration on driver trivial. An important point to the driver is that the output
of Spark SQL will be sent to driver. So in practice, if the output of Spark SQL is
large, the driver memory should be set large accordingly, which was not done in
this experiment. In case some unknown resources might be required by the driver
when running the benchmark, driver memory is set as 15G memory out of 32G
total local memory in the Spark-Shell option --driver-memory, which is 1024M by
default; 6 cores are set as driver cores in the Spark-Shell option --driver-cores,
which is 1 by default. The left 17G memory and 3 cores are enough for the driver
memory overhead and operating system.
In comparison, the configuration of coarse-grained executors is more challenging. It is the crux of making the most of the CPU and memory resources
when running coarse-grained Spark jobs. As the Spark job is running with YARN,
the CPU cores and memory allocated to the Spark application is limited by the
configuration of Hadoop YARN in yarn-site.xml. There is no sense to set the
amount of executor cores more than the amount that the node manager allows
(yarn.nodemanager.resource.cpu-vcores in yarn-site.xml). The same applies to the memory setting and, the memory setting is more delicate, application
master has to be taken into consideration.
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Assume:
• e: executor memory, which corresponds to the Spark-Shell or Spark-Submit
option --executor-memory. 1g by default
• o : executor memory overhead, which is the amount of heap memory (defined in megabytes only) to be allocated per executor, and corresponds to
the SparkContext configuration property
spark.yarn.executor.memoryOverhead. max(384, executor memory * 0.1)
by default
• a: application master memory, which corresponds to the SparkContext configuration property spark.yarn.am.memory. 512m by default
• o : application master memory overhead, which corresponds to the SparkContext configuraiton property spark.yarn.am.memoryOverhead.
max(384, application master memory * 0.1) by default
• c: the limit of yarn container memory, which corresponds to
yarn.scheduler.maximum-allocation-mb in yarn-site.xml
Application master is taken into consideration because the configuration of executors on each node is identical with each other and, application master has to be on
one of the worker node. Description of Spark-Shell options can be retrieved with
command SPARK_HOME/bin/spark-shell --help.
Descriptions of configuration properties refer to 7
There is the following trivial inequation:
e + o1 + a + o2 ≤ c

(4.7)

The experiment takes the default overhead of executor and application memory
for simplicity reason, then the following inequation is simply deduced:
(e + a) × 1.1 ≤ c

(4.8)

In the last section 4.4.4.1 Configuration of YARN, the limit of YARN memory was
set as 27648MB, which leads to the following deduction (in MB):
e + a ≤ R/1.1 = 27648 ÷ 1.1 ≈ 25134

(4.9)

The default application master memory is 512MB and in YARN client mode, application master is used only to request resources from YARN, so the default setting
is probably enough for this experiment. The left amount of the memory is all for
one executor on a single worker node. The application master decides the amount
of executors to launch to worker nodes based on the user defined executor memory
7

https://spark.apache.org/docs/1.5.1/running-on-yarn.html
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in Spark-shell option --executor-memory. In practice, if the user defined executor
memory is closed to the calculated residual mount of memory for one executor, the
application master would not launcher an executor on its residing node. I did not
figure out the reason. So the option --executor-memory was eventually assigned
with value 22500 so that the application master also launched an executor on its
residing node.

4.4.4.4

Configuration of HDFS Block and Input Split Size

HADOOP_HOME/ect/hadoop/hdfs-site.xml: The input split and HDFS data blocks
sizes have strong impact on the performance of SQL queries running with either
Hive or Spark SQL. When BAM SQL queries are running with Hive, the translated
Hadoop MapReduce jobs are running in fine-grained manner, say each mapper or
reducer function is running in a single process rather than a thread. Moreover,
the number of mapper tasks is determined by the number of input splits. 8 During the execution of a fine-grained Hadoop MapReduce job, the initialization of a
mapper task, i.e., a process, is time-consuming, and thus more map tasks would
result in high latency. Therefore, the input split size should be as few as possible, say roughly closed to the HDFS data block size. HDFS data block size was
calculated based on the assumption of four worker nodes, each of which uses nine
cores for MapReduce core computation. Accordingly there should be at least 36
(9x4) HDFS data blocks. Keeping this in mind, I set the HDFS block size as 15GB
roughly divided by 36, i.e.,
dfs.blocksize = 413m

(4.10)

. Then in order to minimize the amount of split, I set the Hive configuration
variable mapred.max.split.size as the same value, which is 433061888 in byte.
When BAM SQL queries are running with Spark SQL, the translated Spark
MapReduce jobs are running in coarse-grained manner, say each mapper or reducer
function is running a single thread rather than a process. Due to the lighter weight
and faster initialization of thread comparing with process, more threads working in
parallel bring out lower latency. Moreover, in Spark SQL, the amount of initialized
mapper function threads is totally determined by the amount of data paritions,
which corresponds to the HDFS data block size originally. Therefore, smaller
HDFS data block size with more partitions would no doubt initialize more parallel
Spark mapper functions. Keeping this in mind, when benchmarking on Spark SQL
I reset the HDFS data block size with a small value, i.e.,
dfs.blocksize = 32m
8

(4.11)

http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/input-splits-in-hadoopsmapreduce.html
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Experiment Results

The experiment result is based on the logs of benchmarking scripts redirected
to separate text files, say each time when the benchmark script containing the
SQL queries mentioned in Section 4.4.1 Practical Coding are executed, the output
containing the measured execution time is redirected to a separate text file. The
measured execution time of each SQL query forms the direct observations, which
are collected from the log files. Basic statistics of benchmarking on Hive, i.e.,
Table 4.2, and Spark, i.e., Table 4.3, are calculated in the light of the collected
observations:

Data Description
Query 1
Query 2
Query 3
Query 4
Query 5
Query 6
Query 7
Query 8
Query 9
Total time
Residual time

Mean
50.00314
49.72600
49.61005
49.54081
78.95138
95.87967
360.61652
160.98714
29.15900
948.38095
23.90724

SD
1.5115649
1.6338974
0.7027518
0.9748449
2.1210221
2.5715383
9.2065508
0.9540528
2.6539143
20.8985076
14.6414134

Median
49.908
49.373
50.081
49.175
78.381
95.860
359.689
161.023
28.190
943.000
20.015

Table 4.2: Statistics of Benchmark Result on Hive (in seconds)
Data Description
Query 1
Query 2
Query 3
Query 4
Query 5
Query 6
Query 7
Query 8
Query 9
Total time
Residual time

Mean
119.641429
4.108190
3.561190
3.380048
7.035095
7.683952
51.725333
48.725524
3.351048
338.095238
88.883429

SD
1.6939262
0.1522697
0.2164949
0.1451825
0.4256575
0.2225274
1.0504214
1.5733290
1.3606914
17.7564207
16.3138765

Median
119.051
4.147
3.501
3.344
6.972
7.707
52.121
48.364
3.346
333.000
84.232

Table 4.3: Statistics of Benchmark Result on Spark (in seconds)
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Query Performance

Based on the uneven standard deviation values, it is better to compare the query
performance by the medians rather than the means. Figure 4.2 visualized the comparison of the medians of execution time of each query by using the two different
SQL engines, i.e., Spark and Hive. The solid line refers to the theoretical points
whose query execution time by using Hive is the same as Spark SQL. Only one
point is above that solid line, meaning the execution time of that query by using
Spark is slower than that by using Hive. Based on Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 that
point corresponds to the first query, i.e., query 1, which consumed more execution
time by using Spark because when running the first query the extracted SAM
records are cached to memory and partially spilled to disk.
The dashed line refers to the theoretical points whose query execution time by
using Hive is ten times of the execution time by using Spark. Three points are far
above the dashed line. One of them was explained beforehand. Based on Table 4.2
and Table 4.3 the other two points corresponds to the two identical JOIN queries,
one, i.e., query 8, cached the shuffled data and also partially spilled to disk, the
other, i.e., query 9, made use of the cached shuffled data but afterwards saved the
joined result to a persistent table in HDFS. The other points are all closed the
dashed line, which strongly proves the effect of the in-memory computing feature
of Spark.
The total execution time was displayed in the last second row of Table 4.2 and
Table 4.3. It proves that the Spark job running those SQL benchmark queries is
much faster than Hive despite the fact that the simple setting of Spark in this
experiment made the initialization of the Spark context much take plenty of time,
which was based on the last row of Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.
In fact, I also tried to benchmark on Hive and Spark with the large BAM file
with 234GB. When benchmarking on Spark, as I used no more than nine nodes,
each of which has 32GB memory, the residual amount of SAM records, which
can not be cached into the memory, accounts for over half of the whole BAM,
and thus they were forced to be spilled to disks, which resulted in extremely high
latency. Moreover, the JOIN query involving shuffle never succeeded at all due to
the overhead of network and disk I/O, which forced me to give up. However, the
benchmarking on Hive succeeded regardless of the memory limit and high latency.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
This thesis discussed Hadoop as the background knowledge and three typical SQL
engines on Hadoop as the main topic. As for all those three engines, the data source
is stored in HDFS, which reflects the dominant position of HDFS as a standard
fault-tolerant distributed data storage in the open-source Big Data world. The
separation of scheduling and resource management in YARN makes the accommodation of scaling out more easier and reliable and thus resulted in the widespread
use of YARN in the Hadoop Ecosystem. Other Big Data processing engines such as
Spark and Impala benefit from YARN. Spark can run their applications in YARN
with YARN mode to compensate the flaw of the coarse-grained resource management solution in Spark. Impala can also utilize YARN to manage the computing
resources 1 . As a whole, the discussion about the HDFS and YARN implicated
that the decoupling of the data storage from analytics in Hadoop is a technical
breakthrough in comparison with the traditional relational database systems, and
thus Hadoop bacame the de facto standard for Big Data analytics. On the other
hand, with regard to distributed parallel computing, the disk caching mechanism
and the inconvenient MapReduce API are the roadblocks of Hadoop MapReduce
framework. The coexistence of the pros and cons of Hadoop resulted in the formation of Hadoop Ecosystem, in which the development of Hadoop-based SQL
engines is one of the major development.

5.1

Hive VS Spark SQL VS Impala

In general, Hive, Spark SQL and Impala are all built on top of HDFS, and thus
they are called Hadoop-based SQL engines. However, they differ from each other
in many aspects as shown in Table 5.1. First, in the aspect of the working rationale, Hive just translates the SQL queries to the corresponding DAGs consisting
1

http://www.cloudera.com/content/www/en-us/documentation/cdh/5-0x/Impala/Installing-and-Using-Impala/ciiu_resource_management.html
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of Hadoop MapReduce tasks and then executes the translated jobs directly with
Hadoop. So the performance of Hive is still tightly restricted by Hadoop. Spark
SQL also translates SQL queries to DAGs, but the DAGs, aka. lineage, of Spark is
different. Lineage consists of different RDD objects with transformation relationship, and thus makes the execution of Spark jobs fault-tolerant. The execution
of Spark DAGs is also based on MapReduce model, but it makes the most of the
coarse-grained parallel computing, say multi-threads running in parallel with inmemory caching instead of the multi-processing with disk caching like in Hadoop.
So the performance of Spark SQL with in-memory caching has reached interactive
level, which is proved in the experiment of this thesis. In comparison, Impala has
nothing to do with DAG, instead the running of SQL with Impala in MPP model
avoids the unnecessary network I/O. In addition, its in-memory caching is another
important factor of executing SQL with low latency. So Impala is also able to process Big Data interactively, but its zero fault-tolerance because of the simple MPP
is by no means a nice feature. Second, in relation to the resource management,
as Hive eventually executes Hadoop MapReduce job, Hive is fully dependent on
YARN. Whereas Spark has its own resource management solution, say it is able
to run in standalone mode without YARN. But Spark also supports running its
jobs under YARN, i.e., in YARN mode, which is a more reliable choice. On this
point, Impala is similar with Spark, say Impala can also make use of YARN to
manage its computing resources. Last, in the aspect of programming, the SerDe
and OutputFormat interface made Hive be able to deal with the variety of data
structures and formats. Compared to that Spark’s miscellaneous and user-friendly
API can handle the same issue more easily and efficiently. Spark API supports
many languages such as Scala, Java and Python etc. Especially as for Scala, the
source language of Spark, the compact of Scala syntaxes, and the runtime code
generation feature makes the Spark API in Scala much more efficient than the Hive
SerDe and the original Hadoop API in Java. In the coding related to the experiment, there are altogether eight Java files related to the implementation of Hive
SerDe. Each of those files have at least 30 rows, actually most of them have over
150 rows. In comparison, the corresponding Spark coding is only one Scala script
file with altogether less than 70 rows, even though the performance of Spark SQL
is proved to be about tens times faster than Hive in the experiment results. As to
Impala, no API for resolving the variety of data structure and formats is provided,
so Impala can directly read only a few data formats such as Parquet, RCFIle,
Avro etc. The limit of the data formats must have restricted the widespread use
of Impala.
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Application of MapReduce
Generate DAG
Fault tolerance
In-memory
Coarse-grained
Interactive
Use of YARN
Has own API
API in Java
API in Python
API in Scala
Support on various data formats
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HIVE
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes

Spark SQL Impala
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
optional
optional
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

Table 5.1: Comparison of HIVE, Spark SQL and Impala

5.2

Selection of SQL Engines in Practice

In practice, the selection of SQL engines depends on the situation. Spark SQL
and Impala are suited for interactive processing in theory. However, because of
the adoption of in-memory computing, the limit of memory, disk and network
I/O bandwidth should always be taken into consideration. As mentioned in the
end of Section 4.5.1 Query Performance, resource limit easily leads to execution
failure. When the limit of hardware resource hinders the success of execution,
Hive is anyhow a good choice, especially in case of aiming at getting stable query
result over interactive processing. In any case, the performance of the query is
closely related to the configuration on the engines. Therefore, performance tuning
is inevitable no matter when using which Big Data SQL engine. In this sense,
currently as a Big Data SQL engine user it is still necessary to know what is
happening under the hood.
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Appendix A

Appendix
.1

List of Open Source Software Used in the
Experiment
Software
Hadoop
Java Runtime Environment
Java Compiler
Hive
Spark
Hadoop-BAM
htsjdk

Version
2.6.0
1.7.0 91
1.7.0 91
1.3.1
1.5.1
7.1.0
2.11-1.128

Command for checking
java -version
javac version

Table 1: List of Software

.2

HiveQL used in the benchmark on Hive:

SET h i v e . exec . compress . output=true ;
SET mapred . output . c o m p r e s s i o n . type=BLOCK;
SET mapred . output . c o m p r e s s i o n . c o d e c=
o r g . apache . hadoop . i o . compress . GzipCodec ;
ADD JAR ${ b a m s e r d e j a r } ;
CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE bam ROW FORMAT
SERDE ’ o r g . seqdoop . hadoop bam . h i v e . s e r d e 2 . SAMSerDe ’ STORED AS
INPUTFORMAT ’ o r g . seqdoop . hadoop bam . mapred . DeprecatedBAMInputFormat ’
OUTPUTFORMAT
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’ o r g . seqdoop . hadoop bam . h i v e . q l . i o . HiveKeyIgnoringBAMOutputFormat ’
LOCATION ’ $ { h d f s b a m l o c a t i o n } ’ ;
SELECT count ( ∗ ) from bam ;
SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) AS mapped FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 4 = 0 ;
SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) AS passedQC FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 512 = 0 ;
SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) AS n o t D u p l i c a t e FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 1024 = 0 ;
SELECT rname , COUNT( ∗ ) FROM bam GROUP BY rname ORDER BY rname ;
SELECT PMOD( mapq , 2 5 6 ) AS pmapq , COUNT( ∗ ) FROM bam WHERE
f l a g & ( 4 | 1 0 2 4 ) = 0 GROUP BY mapq ORDER BY pmapq ;
CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE bed ( chrom STRING, chromStart INT, chromEnd INT)
ROW FORMAT DELIMITED FIELDS TERMINATED BY ’ \ t ’
STORED AS TEXTFILE LOCATION ’ ${ h d f s b e d l o c a t i o n } ’ ;
SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT qname , f l a g , rname , pos , mapq , c i g a r , rnext , pnext ,
t l e n , seq , q u a l ) FROM bed JOIN
(SELECT ∗ FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 4 = 0 AND s e q <> ” ∗” ) bam
ON bam . rname = bed . chrom WHERE bam . pos <= bed . chromEnd
AND bam . pos + l e n g t h (bam . s e q ) >= bed . chromStart ;
CREATE TABLE j o i n e d r e s u l t ( qname STRING, f l a g SMALLINT, rname STRING,
pos INT, mapq TINYINT , c i g a r STRING, r n e x t STRING, pnext INT,
t l e n INT, s e q STRING, q u a l STRING ) ;
INSERT OVERWRITE TABLE j o i n e d r e s u l t SELECT DISTINCT qname , f l a g ,
rname , pos , mapq , c i g a r , rnext , pnext , t l e n , seq , q u a l FROM bed JOIN
(SELECT ∗ FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 4 = 0 AND s e q <> ” ∗” ) b ON
b . rname = bed . chrom WHERE b . pos <= bed . chromEnd AND
b . pos + l e n g t h ( b . s e q ) >= bed . chromStart ;
SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) FROM j o i n e d r e s u l t ;
DROP TABLE j o i n e d r e s u l t ;
DROP TABLE bed ;
DROP TABLE bam ;

.3

Scala used in the benchmark on Spark:

import
import
import
import
import
import
import

o r g . apache . hadoop . i o . LongWritable
o r g . seqdoop . hadoop bam . SAMRecordWritable
o r g . seqdoop . hadoop bam . BAMInputFormat
o r g . apache . s p a r k . rdd . NewHadoopRDD
o r g . apache . s p a r k . s t o r a g e . S t o r a g e L e v e l
o r g . apache . hadoop . c o n f . C o n f i g u r a t i o n
o r g . apache . hadoop . f s . F i l e S y s t e m

v a l hadoopConf = new C o n f i g u r a t i o n ( )
v a l h d f s = F i l e S y s t e m . g e t (new j a v a . n e t . URI( h d f s a d d r ) , hadoopConf )
h d f s . d e l e t e (new o r g . apache . hadoop . f s . Path (
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” / u s e r / h i v e / warehouse / s p a r k j o i n e d r e s u l t ” ) , true )
s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( ” drop t a b l e j o i n e d r e s u l t ” ) . c o l l e c t ( )
v a l bamRDD = s c . newAPIHadoopFile [ LongWritable , SAMRecordWritable ,
BAMInputFormat ] ( bam)
case c l a s s ScalaSamRecord ( qname : S t r i n g , f l a g : Short , rname : S t r i n g ,
pos : Int , mapq : Byte , c i g a r : S t r i n g , r n e x t : S t r i n g , pnext : Int ,
t l e n : Int , s e q : S t r i n g , q u a l : S t r i n g )
v a l samRecordRDD = bamRDD. map { case ( key , samRecordWritable ) =>
v a l v a l u e = samRecordWritable . g e t ( )
ScalaSamRecord ( v a l u e . getReadName ( ) ,
value . getFlags ( ) . asInstanceOf [ Short ] ,
v a l u e . getReferenceName ( ) ,
value . getAlignmentStart ( ) ,
v a l u e . getMappingQuality ( ) . a s I n s t a n c e O f [ Byte ] ,
v a l u e . g e t C i g a r S t r i n g ( ) , v a l u e . getMateReferenceName ( ) ,
value . getMateAlignmentStart ( ) , value . g e t I n f e r r e d I n s e r t S i z e ( ) ,
value . getReadString ( ) , value . getBaseQualityString ( ) )
}
v a l dataFrameSam = samRecordRDD . toDF ( )
dataFrameSam . r e g i s t e r T e m p T a b l e ( ”bam” )
i f ( p e r s i s t == ” p e r s i s t ” )
dataFrameSam . p e r s i s t ( S t o r a g e L e v e l . MEMORY AND DISK SER)
case c l a s s ScalaBedRecord ( chrom : S t r i n g , chromStart : Int ,
chromEnd : I n t )
v a l bedRDD = s c . t e x t F i l e ( bed )
v a l bedRecordRDD = bedRDD . map( . s p l i t ( ”\ t ” ) ) . map( x =>
ScalaBedRecord ( x ( 0 ) , new I n t e g e r ( x ( 1 ) ) , new I n t e g e r ( x ( 2 ) ) ) )
v a l dataFrameBed = bedRecordRDD . toDF ( )
dataFrameBed . r e g i s t e r T e m p T a b l e ( ” bed ” )
i f ( p e r s i s t == ” p e r s i s t ” ) {
dataFrameBed . p e r s i s t ( S t o r a g e L e v e l . MEMORY AND DISK SER)
s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( ” s e l e c t ∗ from bed ” ) . c o l l e c t ( )
}
d e f time ( p r e f i x : S t r i n g , code : => Unit ) {
v a l t 0 = System . nanoTime ( )
code
v a l t 1 = System . nanoTime ( )
println ( prefix )
p r i n t l n ( ”Time taken : ” +
Math . round ( ( ( t 1 − t 0 ) / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ) ∗ 1 0 0 0 . 0 ) / 1 0 0 0 . 0 + ” s ” )
}
var s q l=”SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) from BAM”
time ( s q l , { s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( s q l ) . c o l l e c t ( ) . f o r e a c h ( p r i n t l n ) } )
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s q l=”SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) AS mapped FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 4 = 0 ”
time ( s q l , { s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( s q l ) . c o l l e c t ( ) . f o r e a c h ( p r i n t l n ) } )
s q l=”SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) AS passedQC FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 512 = 0 ”
time ( s q l , { s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( s q l ) . c o l l e c t ( ) . f o r e a c h ( p r i n t l n ) } )
s q l=”SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) AS n o t D u p l i c a t e FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 1024 = 0 ”
time ( s q l , { s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( s q l ) . c o l l e c t ( ) . f o r e a c h ( p r i n t l n ) } )
s q l=”SELECT rname , COUNT( ∗ ) FROM bam GROUP BY rname ORDER BY rname”
time ( s q l , { s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( s q l ) . c o l l e c t ( ) . f o r e a c h ( p r i n t l n ) } )
s q l=”SELECT PMOD( mapq , 2 5 6 ) AS pmapq , COUNT( ∗ ) FROM bam
WHERE f l a g & ( 4 | 1 0 2 4 ) = 0 GROUP BY mapq ORDER BY pmapq”
time ( s q l , { s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( s q l ) . c o l l e c t ( ) . f o r e a c h ( p r i n t l n ) } )
s q l=”SELECT DISTINCT qname , f l a g , rname , pos , mapq , c i g a r ,
rnext , pnext , t l e n , seq , q u a l FROM bed JOIN
(SELECT ∗ FROM bam WHERE f l a g & 4 = 0 AND s e q <> ’ ∗ ’ ) b ON
b . rname = bed . chrom WHERE b . pos <= bed . chromEnd AND
b . pos + l e n g t h ( b . s e q ) >= bed . chromStart ”
v a l dataFrameJoined = s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( s q l )
i f ( p e r s i s t == ” p e r s i s t ” )
dataFrameJoined . p e r s i s t ( S t o r a g e L e v e l . MEMORY AND DISK SER)
time ( s q l , { dataFrameJoined . count ( ) } )
time ( s q l , { dataFrameJoined . w r i t e . saveAsTable ( ” s p a r k j o i n e d r e s u l t ” ) } )
s q l=”SELECT COUNT( ∗ ) FROM s p a r k j o i n e d r e s u l t ”
time ( s q l , { s q l C o n t e x t . s q l ( s q l ) . c o l l e c t ( ) . f o r e a c h ( p r i n t l n ) } )
s q l C o n t e x t . dropTempTable ( ”bam” )
s q l C o n t e x t . dropTempTable ( ” bed ” )
exit

